
WEEKLY FOCUS 
 Social Security in 2016 

The end of the file and suspend strategy, effective May 1, is this year’s biggest change to Social 
Security. Individuals under full retirement age will no longer be able to file and suspend payments with 
the option to later receive a lump sum for the suspended period. And a spouse will not be able to 
suspend Social Security benefits to allow their partner to draw on the spouse’s account while it builds 
delayed credits. 
 

There are a few exceptions. The new rules for voluntary suspension do not affect divorced spouse’s 
benefits. A married individual who is already receiving payments based on their spouse’s suspended 
benefits won’t be affected.  Seniors who are at least 66 years old before April 29, 2016, can still file a 
restricted claim of spousal benefits while suspending their own benefit – provided they do so by April 29 
(since April 30 is a Saturday). According to articles in Forbes and InvestmentNews, staffs at some 
Social Security offices have mistakenly claimed workers can only use this strategy if their spouse is also 
66. So claimants may need to be persistent to get correct information. 
 

Unless a claimant was 62 by Jan. 2, 2016, they can only receive their own benefit or a spousal benefit, 
whichever is larger. They won’t be able to change their choice later (i.e., take spousal benefits and then 
switch to their own).  
 

What stays the same. Because of the lack of inflation in 2015, there will not be a 2016 cost-of-living 
adjustment (COLA). In the absence of a COLA, 70 percent of Medicare beneficiaries won’t be paying 
higher premiums. Base premiums will increase from $104.90 to $121.80 per month for the remaining 30 
percent. The cap for wages taxed for Social Security remains at $118,500 annually. Earned income 
limits are still $15,720 annually for individuals under full retirement age who work and claim Social 
Security benefits at the same time. (Recipients will lose $1 for every $2 earned over the limit.) The 
income limit for the months before a retiree reaches full retirement age in 2016 is $41,880. Beginning 
with the month a retiree reaches full retirement age, earnings no longer affect benefits. 
 

The maximum monthly benefit for workers retiring at full retirement age is $2,639 (slightly down 
because of an increase in the national average wage index in the absence of a COLA). The estimated 
average for all retired workers in 2016 is $1,341. If you have concerns about maximizing your Social 
Security benefits as part of your comprehensive retirement plan, please contact our office. 
 
 

FINANCIAL FACTS 
 
 

Close to Home — U.S. companies exported $517 billion of goods and services to buyers in Canada 
and Mexico in 2015, 18 percent more than the $437 billion they exported to buyers in Europe and China 
combined (source: Commerce Department, BTN Research). 
 
Its Objective — On Saturday, March 5, China’s government announced a growth target of 6.5 percent 
to 7 percent for its economy during calendar year 2016. The U.S. economy has grown by at least 6.5 
percent during just one calendar year in the last 49 years (1967-2015). The U.S. economy grew by 7.3 
percent in 1984 (source: Department of Labor, BTN Research). 
 
Best Laid Plans — Of current retirees, 60 percent retired sooner than they had expected, 7 percent 

retired later than expected, and 33 percent retired at the age that they had anticipated (source: 
Transamerica, BTN Research). 
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THE MARKETS 
 

Recession fears diminished as global stocks posted their longest string of gains in two years. For the 
first time in 2016, the S&P 500 closed higher than where it ended last year. For the week, the Dow rose 
2.26 percent to close at 17,602.30. The S&P gained 1.37 percent to finish at 2,049.58, and the 
NASDAQ climbed 0.99 percent to end the week at 4,795.65. 
 

Returns Through 03/18/16 1 Week YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 

Dow Jones Industrials (TR) 2.26 1.72 -0.06 9.44 11.02 

NASDAQ Composite (PR) 0.99 -4.23 -3.76 13.99 12.65 

S&P 500 (TR) 1.37 0.80 -0.24 12.04 12.27 

Barclays US Agg Bond (TR) 0.77 2.43 1.59 2.39 3.54 

MSCI EAFE (TR) 1.01 -2.76 -7.60 2.11 3.15 
 

Source: Morningstar.com. *Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indexes are unmanaged and cannot 
be invested into directly. Three- and five-year returns are annualized. The Dow Jones Industrials, MSCI EAFE, 
Barclays US Agg Bond and S&P, excluding “1 Week” returns, are based on total return, which is a reflection of return 
to an investor by reinvesting dividends after the deduction of withholding tax. The NASDAQ is based on price return, 
which is the capital appreciation of the portfolio, excluding income generated by the assets in the portfolio in the form 
of interest and dividends. (TR) indicates total return. (PR) indicates price return. MSCI EAFE returns stated in U.S. 
dollars.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* The Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the stock market in general. The Dow Jones Industrial 
Average is a price-weighted index of 30 actively traded blue-chip stocks. NASDAQ Composite Index is an unmanaged, market-weighted index of all over-the-counter common 
stocks traded on the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System. The Morgan Stanley Capital International Europe, Australia and Far East Index 
(MSCI EAFE Index) is a widely recognized benchmark of non-U.S. stock markets. It is an unmanaged index composed of a sample of companies representative of the market 
structure of 20 European and Pacific Basin countries and includes reinvestment of all dividends. Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index comprised of 
U.S. investment-grade, fixed-rate bond market securities, including government, government agency, corporate and mortgage-backed securities between one and 10 years. 
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